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Abstract— Security is very important for Internet of Things
(IoTs). As a main communication mode, the security mechanism
for multicast is not only the measure to ensure secured communications, but also the precondition for other security services.
With the analysis of Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator and its
security, we discover that it has the property of absorbency in
addition to the one-way and quasi-communicative property that
makes it very suitable for applications in which accumulated
items are dynamic. In this paper, we revise the original Nyberg’s
fast one-way accumulator and construct a lightweight multicast
authentication mechanism for small scale IoT applications. We
analyze the security of the mechanism in detail. In addition, we
evaluate seven performance aspects of the mechanism.
Index Terms— IoT, multicast authentication,
accumulator, absorbency, quasi-commutative.

one-way

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, Internet of Things (IoT) have developed
much and gained a lot of attentions both in academia and
industry [1]–[3]. By connecting sensors, tiny smart devices
and everyday items with the Internet, IoT provides a new form
of communications for people and devices, which makes the
virtual information world integrated seamlessly with the real
world [4].
According to the architecture of IoT [5], there are trillions
of things being deployed in the data sensing layer, which are
connected together in network access layer through different
wireless communication technologies and network infrastructures (such as sensor networks, RFID systems, 3G/4G
technology, and so on). For example, many sensor nodes
collaborate to collect and forward data from their environment
to a data management layer for processing, on the basis of
which, an intelligent service layer provides various services
for IoT users. In many cases, nodes are grouped together for
a common goal. Accordingly, multicast is an efficient and main
communication mode in both data sensing layer and network
access layer of IoT.
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Nowadays, more and more IoT applications have been
implemented, such as environment monitoring [6], e-health
[7], e-home [8] and so on. As many of them are related to
user’s daily life or work, the privacy and security aspect is
very important. Unfortunately, the nature of the complex and
heterogeneous environment in IoT makes the security issues
very challenging. Furthermore, most nodes are resourcesconstraint, which makes the property of lightweight necessary
for IoT security mechanisms.
Multicast in IoT can be easily attacked if no security mechanism is used. Hence, a lightweight authentication mechanism
is needed to protect multicast messages. Multicast authentication is not only the crucial measure to ensure the authenticity
of the received multicast data, but also the premise of many
security services.
Many broadcast or multicast authentication mechanisms
have been proposed for wireless sensor networks (WSN).
These mechanisms are basis of IoT security. However, most
of them can not satisfy all the seven desired properties
proposed by Luk et al. [9]. Inspired by the properties of
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator [10], we present a multicast authentication mechanism for small scale IoT applications, which can satisfy the requirements of multicast
authentications.
Our contributions are summarized below. First, we discover that the Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator has a
property of absorbency in addition to the one-way and quasicommunicative properties, which makes it suitable for applications where accumulated items are dynamic. Second, we make
two changes to the Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator so as
to make it fit for multicast authentication and simplify the
computation process. Third, we design a lightweight multicast
authentication mechanism for small scale IoT applications
based on the revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator.
Fourth, we present security analysis based on probability
theory and evaluate the seven performance aspects of the
proposed multicast authentication scheme.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we review the related works on broadcast and
multicast authentication for IoT and WSN. In Section III,
we give an introduction to the one-way accumulator and
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator. In Section IV, we present
our revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator for multicast
authentication. Section V gives a description for generating signature and verification of the lightweight multicast
authentication mechanism. Section VI analyzes and evaluates
the security and the seven performance aspects of the pro-
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posed authentication mechanism. Section VII concludes this
paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Typically, an asymmetric mechanism is required to implement multicast authentication, because the multicast environment is asymmetric and the receivers of multicast messages
usually don’t trust each other [9]–[12]. Current researches
on multicast authentication in resource-constraint applications
can be classified into three categories: public key based
multicast authentication schemes; symmetric key based multicast authentication schemes; and one-time signature based
authentication schemes [11].
A. Public Key Based Multicast Authentication Schemes
Public key based cryptographic mechanisms have the nature
of asymmetry, which is very suitable to authenticate broadcast
and multicast. However, public key based multicast authentication schemes have high computation, communication and
storage overheads, which make them impractical for many
resource-constraint applications, such as some IoT and WSN
applications. Meanwhile, the advances in smart phones, wireless sensor nodes and other intelligent terminals as well as
the developments in efficient implementation of public key
cryptographic algorithms promote researches on public key
based multicast authentication schemes [13]–[16].
Certificate based authentication schemes are traditional public key based multicast authentication solutions with heavy
overheads. The basic or enhanced Merkle hash tree based
authentication schemes [17] can balance the storage and
communication overheads and improve the public key management, but the overheads are still too high for large scale
applications. ID-based authentication schemes [13]–[18] are
usually based on bilinear pairings, which need very high
computation and energy costs and are not suitable for resourceconstraint nodes in IoT. There are also some researches
on pairing-free ID-based authentication scheme. The IMBAS
scheme proposed by Cao et al. [13] is an example, which
is based on a variant of BNN-IBS [18]. IMBAS has better
scalability and lower energy consumption comparing to pairing
ID-based authentication schemes.
In general, public key based multicast authentication
schemes have some advantages in security strength and scalability, but have obvious disadvantages in overheads.
B. Symmetric Key Based Multicast Authentication Schemes
An early symmetric key based multicast authentication
scheme is μ TESLA [19], based on which, there are several μ
TESLA-like schemes [20]–[23]. These schemes can authenticate the source and the integrity of the multicast data by utilizing one-way hash chains to delay disclosing the authentication
keys with much lower computation overheads and energy costs
comparing to the public key based authentication schemes.
However, they suffer from serious DoS attacks [24], [25] due
to the delayed authentication [15].
In addition, the key-ring based multicast authentication
scheme [26] and deployment knowledge based multicast

authentication scheme [27] are all symmetric key based multicast authentication schemes. The former scheme has poor
scalability and is not suitable for practical applications. The
latter is also not practical due to the requirement for deployment knowledge, especially in dynamic environments, such as
Internet of Things.
The symmetric key based multicast authentication schemes
always construct asymmetric environment by using symmetric
cryptography, time and one-way hash function or MAC. Most
of them have fast computing speed, low computation overheads, communication or storage costs, but they may lack of
some multicast authentication properties. Also, some special
requirements for time synchronization and delayed authentications in μ TESLA-like schemes can make them vulnerable
to a variety of attacks [15], [24], [25]. In addition, scalability
is an issue for symmetric-key based multicast authentication
schemes.
C. One-Time Signature Based Authentication Schemes
One-time signature based authentication schemes can also
generate and verify signatures fast [28], [29]. Furthermore,
they do not need time synchronization and can achieve authentication immediately. However, they also have some flaws, for
example, the length of the signature or the verification key is
too long [30]–[32], which make them only fit for applications
with infrequent messages at unpredictable time [9].
In this paper, we achieve symmetric key based multicast
authentication in a new way. By analyzing and revising
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator, we propose a lightweight
multicast authentication mechanism, which can authenticate
random multicast messages immediately at low costs for
small scale applications and meet the multicast authentication
requirements in resource-constraint applications.
III. N YBERG ’ S FAST O NE - WAY ACCUMULATOR
A. One-Way Accumulator
The concept of one-way accumulator is proposed by
Benaloh and Mare [33], which was designed mainly for member testing. Its general application is an alternative to digital
signatures for credential authentication to verify whether one
value is in a specified set or not.
For the sake of clarity, the primary notions used in Nyberg’s
or its revised fast one-way accumulator are listed in Table I.
A one-way accumulator is essentially a one-way hash function with the quasi-commutative property.
A function f : X×Y → X is said to be quasi-commutative
if for all x ∈ X, and for all y1 , y2 ∈ Y ,
f ( f (x, y1 ), y2 ) = f ( f (x, y2 ), y1 )

(1)

If one starts with an initial value x∈X, and for all y1,y2,…yn
∈ Y, the accumulated hash value is
 
 
(2)
Z = H H . . . H (H (x, y1), y2 ) . . . , y(n−1) , yn
In the accumulated hashing, the accumulated list items yi
are cumulatively hashed together, and H () can ensure that the
accumulated hash value does not depend on the order in which
the items appear on the list.
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H Nyb H Nyb(K Z , y j ), yi = K Z  αr h(x j )  αr h(x i )

N OTATIONS
Notation

Meaning

H()

One-way hash function with
quasi-commutative property
Nyberg’s accumulating function
The revised Nyberg’s accumulating function
HMAC function
One-way hash function
Accumulated value
Accumulated key
Logic multiplication

HNyb ()
HRNyb ()
HMAC()
h
Z
KZ


In the case that a one-way accumulator is used for member
testing: all members keep the accumulated hash value Z , for
member i , who lets z i be the partial accumulated value of the
other (n-1) member and yi be its accumulating item. When it
is required to prove that it is one of the members, it can present
its yi and z i , any other members can compute H (z i ,yi ) and
verify whether H (z i ,yi ) is equal to Z . If H (z i ,yi ) = Z is true,
yi is authenticated and i is one of the members.
Nowadays, one-way accumulators are usually constructed
by public key cryptographic algorithms, such as RSA or ECC,
and the costs for computing and memory are very high.
B. Nyberg’s Fast One-Way Accumulator
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator is not a trapdoor one,
which is different from other one-way accumulators. It is
based on the general hash function and simple bit-wise operations, therefore, fast accumulating hash operations can be
achieved.
Let N = 2d be the maximum number of the accumulating
items, where d is a positive integer. Let x 1 ,..., x m be the
items to be accumulated, here m ≤ N. The one-way hash
function h can map bit strings of arbitrary length to bit strings
of fixed length l. For each accumulated item x i , its hashing
value is yi = h(x i ), here i = 1,…,m. Let the length of the
accumulated hash value be r . The relations among l, r , and
d can be expressed by l = r × d.
For each yi , it is divided into r substrings of length d and
denoted as: yi = (yi,1 ,…,yi,r ), yi, j is the j th bits string of
length d. If yi, j = 0, it is replaced by 1. If yi, j is a string
comprised of d 0s, it is replaced by 0. So the yi of length l
can be mapped to a string bi of length r and can be denoted as:
bi = αr (yi ) = (bi,1 ,…,bi,r ), here bi, j is the j th bit of bi . If h
is an ideal hash function, bi can be considered as values of r
independent binary random variables, for which the probability
of bi, j =0 can be estimated by p(bi, j = 0) = 2−d .
The accumulated hash value on Y can be computed by
Equation (3).


Z (Y ) = H Nyb(K Z , Y ) = K Z  αr h(X)
(3)
For any yi and y j , there should be Equation (4) and (5).






H Nyb H Nyb(K Z , yi ), y j = K Z  αr h(x i )  αr h(x j )
(4)

(5)
Because logic multiplication obeys commutative rule, Equation (6) should be true, which indicates that H N yb (K z , Y )
have the quasi-commutative property.




 
H Nyb H Nyb(K Z , yi ), y j = H Nyb H Nyb K Z , y j , yi (6)
Since H N yb (K z ,Y ) is constructed on the basis of oneway hash function h, it also inherits the h’s one-way property. The properties of one-way and quasi-commutative make
H N yb (K z , Y ) be an accumulator.
For the accumulated items set X ={x 1 …x m }, the accumulated value of Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator can be
denoted by Equation (7).
Z = H Nyb(K Z , Y ) = K Z 

m


αr (yi )

i=1

= KZ

m


αr (h(x i ))

(7)

i=1

Here, z j is the j th bit in Z . In order to verify that x i is
an accumulated item of Z , you should compute yi = H (x i )
and map yi to bi = (bi,1 ....,bi,r ,), which is a binary string of
length r . For all j = 1,…,r , only if bi, j = 0, there is z j = 0,
which indicates x i is an accumulated item of Z , otherwise, it
indicates x i is not an accumulated item of Z .
In addition, logic multiplication operation has the property
of absorbency, which can be denoted by “A  A = A”. And
then Equation (8) should be true.


(8)
H Nyb H Nyb(K Z , yi ), yi = H Nyb(K Z , yi )
Consequently, the accumulated value Z can substitute partial accumulated value z i to be the member i ’s witness
information of Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator. That is
to say z i = Z for any x i . And H N yb (Z ,Y ) can be the verify
function for it. In this way, if H N yb (Z ,yi ) = Z , then x i is an
accumulated item of Z , otherwise, x i is not an accumulated
item.
C. Security Analysis for Nyberg’s Fast One-way Accumulator
The security of Nyberg’s Fast One-way Accumulator
depends on the difficulty to forge an accumulated item successfully, which further depends on the randomness properties
of the hash function h. Nyberg has the following Theorem 1
[10] that proves its security.
Theorem 1. Let bi j and c be independent binary random
variables such that Pr(bi, j = 0) = Pr(c j = 0)= 2−d , for
i =1,…, m(m ≤ N = 2−d ) and j =1,…,r . Let a = (a l ,…,
ar ) be the coordinate-wise product of the r -tuples bi =
(bi,1 ,…,bi,r ). Then the probability that, for all j = 1,…, r ,
we have c j = 0 only i.f a j = 1, is equal to 2−d (1-2−d )m .
It is assumed that h is an ideal random one-way hash function. If we consider c as the result that an forged accumulated
item has been hashed and mapped by rule αr , then for each
j = 1,…,r , the probability that c j = 0 and a j = 1 is Pf =
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(1-2−d (1-2−d )m )r , which is also the probability of forging an
accumulated item successfully.
Since N = 2d , there is d = log N, accordingly, Equation
(9) should be true:


1
1 m r
−d
−d m r
(9)
1−
P f = (1 − 2 (1 − 2 ) ) = 1 −
N
N
Here, due to m ≤ N, there is Inequality (10).


1
1 N r
Pf ≤ 1 −
1−
N
N

(10)

When N → ∞, (1− N1 ) N → e−1 , Where e is Neper’s number. And then Inequality (10) can be expressed by Inequality
(11).
r



r
1
1
1 N r
≈ 1−
≈ e N×e (11)
1−
Pf ≤ 1 −
N
N
N ×e
Let t =

r
N×e ,

there is Equation (12):
r = N ×e×t

(12)

Here, t is called security level. According to Inequality (11),
when t is big enough, Pf is small enough and the security of
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator is strong enough.
The length of the hash code l is given by Equation (13):
l =r ×d = N ×e×t ×d =2 ×e×t ×d
d

(13)

It can be seen that the length of the hash code in Nyberg’s
fast one-way accumulator depends on t and d. Let the maximum number of accumulated items N be 210 and the security
level t be 10, then the length of the hash code is 278 Kbits,
which is much longer than the hash code (128-512 bits) of
existing hash functions. A simple way to get the required
long hash code is hashing the accumulated item to a short
hash code first, and then using the short hash code as a seed
for a binary random sequence generator. From this seed, many
pseudorandom bits can be generated for the long hash code.
IV. T HE R EVISED N YBERG ’ S FAST O NE -WAY
ACCUMULATOR
In general, a one-way accumulator can be used to mutualauthenticate members of one group made up of fixed items.
Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator has the property of
absorbency besides the properties of one-way and quasicommunicative, which makes it not only suitable for member
testing but also for the applications in which the accumulated
items are dynamic. These characteristics inspire us to apply
it to multicast authentication. In [34], we use MAC as the
accumulated items of the Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator
for multicast authentication. In this paper, we revise Nyberg’s
fast one-way accumulator to further simplify the computing
process in multicast authentication.
In order to take the advantage of Nyberg’s fast one-way
accumulator’s virtues in computing, we still exploit MAC to
construct the multicast authentication mechanism. The difference from literature [34] is that the MAC computing process
is embedded in Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator, which can
achieve multicast authentication on multicast data directly. For

this purpose, we make two changes on Nyberg’s fast one-way
accumulator.
1) The accumulated item is changed from a single data
to a two-tuple, which means each accumulated item is
made up of two elements, one of which is the shared
key between the multicast source and the destination,
the other is the multicast data. The difference between
two accumulation items is the shared key, which is only
known to the sender and the corresponding receiver.
2) Since a HMAC function also has the one-way property as a hash function, a HAMC function is used to
substitute the hash function h in Nyberg’s fast oneway accumulator so as to embed the MAC’s computing
process into Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator.
Consequently, the revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator can be given as Equation (14).


Z (Y ) = H R N yb (K Z , Y ) = K Z  αr H M AC(X)
m

= KZ 
αr (yi )
i=1

= KZ 

m



αr H M AC(K S, j , Data)


(14)

i=1

The security of the revised Nyberg’s fast-one way accumulator is similar to the original one, which eventually depends on
the randomness properties of the HMAC function. Its security
analysis is the same as the original Nyberg’s fast-one way
accumulator. In addition, its security also hinges on the length
of the accumulation value r and becomes stronger with the
increment of r when the number of accumulation items is
fixed.
Based on the revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator,
we can conveniently achieve multicast authentication. The
details are given in Section V.
V. T HE L IGHTWEIGHT M ULTICAST AUTHENTICATION
M ECHANISM FOR S MALL S CALE I OT A PPLICATIONS
A. Application Model
In resource-constraint systems, such as WSN, IoT, and
ubiquitous computing environment, multicast is a common
means of communications. In order to present the multicast
authentication process, some assumptions of the applications
are made as following.
1) All nodes in the network can use the revised Nyberg’s
fast one-way accumulator to perform the accumulation
operation.
2) A node can establish a unique shared key with each of
its neighbor using an existing key management scheme.
3) A node can establish a unique shared key with each
node in its group by using an existing key management
scheme.
4) There is a group key in a group. The group key is known
by all members in the group.
B. The Multicast Authentication Process
The revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator uses the
following two things as the accumulated items: 1) the shared
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keys between the sender and the destinations; and 2) the
multicast data. And it uses HMAC() to do hashing. Thereof,
both the private information (i.e., the shared keys) and the
multicast data are embedded into the accumulated value, which
serves as the signature of the multicast source. If the signature
passes the receiver’s verification, it indicates that: 1) the twotuple is made up of the shared key between the receiver
and the multicast source; and 2) the multicast data is an
accumulated item of the accumulated value. Consequently,
both the multicast source and the data are all authenticated.
This means that the multicast message comes from the claimed
source and the data is unchanged.
To present the procedure of the proposed mechanism, the
following notations are used:
K i, j : the shared key between node i and node j
S: multicast source
Ri : multicast receiver i
ID j : the ID of node j
Z : accumulated value computed by the multicast source
Z : signature received by a node
Data: multicast data
M: multicast message, M =“IDs ||Data||Z ”
(K S,i , Data):accumulated item
We use the following example to describe the multicast
authentication process: Node S sends multicast data to all its
neighbors or all other nodes in a certain group. It is assumed
that the number of its neighbors or group members is (m+1).
To generate a signature for the multicast data, three steps
should be done by node S.
Step1. Node S constructs the accumulated item set. For this
purpose, it should use the shared key with each scheduled
receiver and the multicast data to form the two-tuple (K S,i ,
Data) set.
Step2. Node S computes the accumulated value on each
two-tuple (K S,i , Data) in the accumulated item set according
to Equation (15). Generally, the accumulated key K z can be
randomly selected. But for the security of multicast authentication (the analysis is given in Section VI), there must be
enough bits of 1 in the accumulated value or signature, we
make K z ={1}r .
Z = KZ 

m



αr H M AC(K S,i , Data)


(15)

i=1

Step 3. Multicast message M is constructed and sent. Here
M =“ID S ||Data||Z ”.
When node i receives such a multicast message M, five
steps are needed for authentication.
Step 1. The identifier of the claimed multicast source S,
Data and the received signature Z (which may be different
from the sent-out value Z ) should be extracted from M,
respectively.
Step 2. Node i checks whether the number of “1” bits in
signature Z meets the requirements (the reason is given in
Section VI) or not. If not, the multicast is considered forged
and should be discarded, else go to step 3.
Step 3. Node i checks if it is a neighbor of or in the
multicast source’s group according to ID S . If yes, go to step 4.
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Otherwise, node i is not a scheduled receiver, and it will either
forward this message or discard it according to the policy.
Step 4. Node i uses the shared key K S,i between S and
itself to compute yi = HMAC(K S,i , Data) and maps yi to
bi = αr (yi ).
Step 5. Node i performs logical multiplication operation on
bi and the received signature Z . If Z = Z  bi , it indicates
that this multicast message is from node S and its multicast
data is not tampered. Otherwise, it indicates that the multicast
data has been tampered or the multicast message is not from
node S.
In addition, if the multicast destinations are the members
in a group and the confidential property is required, we
can use the group key to encrypt the multicast data and
make the encrypted multicast data as the second part of the
accumulated item. In this way, we can multicast confidential
data and authenticate it. The multicast process and authentication process are the same as the situation where confidential
property is not required.
VI. A NALYSIS OF THE M ULTICAST AUTHENTICATION
M ECHANISM
A. Security Analysis
For the convenience of analysis, the security level t in
subsection C of Section III is adopted here and the event with a
probability less than e−t is considered as impossible at security
level t. A successful attack on the multicast authentication
mechanism is defined as any receiver believing that a forged
multicast packet is from the claimed sender. If the probability
of a successful attack is less than e−t , it is considered secure
at t level.
It is assumed that the randomness of the HMAC function
can be guaranteed. Since the multicast algorithm is constructed
on the revised Nyberg’s fast-one way accumulator, the security
of it should be analyzed on the basis of meeting the security
requirements of the revised Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator, which means that the length of the accumulation value r
should satisfy r ≥ N×e×t for a fixed N and t.
Compared to the Nyberg’s fast one-way accumulator, the
multicast authentication mechanism is a reverse process.
A receiver authenticates the multicast message by checking
whether the “Z  bi = Z ” is true or not, where Z is the
received signature by node i , and bi is calculated by Equation
(16).




bi = αr H M AC K S,i , Data
(16)
Since K S,i is only shared by the claimed sender and the
receiver Ri , the attacker could not forge bi or know bi in
advance. One success attack means that a forged signature
can make a receiver believe it comes from the claimed sender.
If there are more “0” in the forged signature, then it is
easier for the forged signature to pass the verification. And
when Z = {0}r , the Equation Z  bi = Z is always true
whatever bi is, which means that an attack can always been
successfully launched. This situation should not happen in the
multicast authentication mechanism. It is necessary to analyze
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the distribution of “1” in a normal accumulated value so as
to prevent the attacker from forging all “0” bits or having too
many “0” bits in a signature.
Let q be the number of “1” in a normal signature. According
to the normal accumulating process, the distribution of the
value of each bit in an accumulated value Z satisfies the binomial distribution. Assume there are m(m ≤ N) accumulation
items. Let Z i be the i th bit in Z , we have two Equations:
P(Z i = 1) = (1 − 2−d )m
P(Z i = 0) = (1 − (1 − 2−d )m

(17)
(18)

Accordingly, the probability that there are q bits “1” in Z
can be estimated by Equation (19):
 
(r−q)
m q 
r
−d
−d m
1−2
P(q) =
· 1 − (1 − 2 )
q
(19)
It can be seen from Equation (19) that q hinges on r , and r
depends on d and the security level t for a given accumulated
item set.
Based on the probability theorems, the probability of q>k
can be estimated by Equation (20), where k is between 0 and r .
P(q > k) = 1 − P(q ≤ k)
k

= 1−


m i
m (r−i)

(1 − 1 − 2−d
(ri ) 1 − 2−d

i=0

(20)
According to Equation (20), we can see that the probability
of (q>k) depends on d, m and r . and r further depends on d
and t. For a multicast application, d, m and tcan be known
in advance, so the minimum of q only depends on r . Of
course, the minimum q can be known in advance for a given
application, and the number of “1” in the signature can be
set as not less than the minimum of q, which makes attacks
more difficult, and also helps a receiver distinguish a forged
multicast quicker. For instance, let the number of “1” in the
received signature (it may be a forged one) be q , a multicast
with q <min(q) is considered as fraudulence and not necessary
to be further verified. Only a multicast with q ≥min(q) needs
to be further authenticated.
Any receiver Ri computes HMAC() on the received multicast data using the shared key between itself and the claimed
sender and perform permutation on it to get bi . The probability
of bi, j = 0 can be estimated by P{bi, j = 0}=2−d , and the
probability of bi, j = 1 can be estimated by P{bi, j = 1}= 12−d . The probability of any bit in the received signature being
1 can be estimated by p(Z j = 1)= q /r . The probability of
cheating a receiver to trust the signature can be estimated by
Equation (21):


r 

 r
−d
PF = 1 − (2 × q /r ) = 1 − q /(N × r )
≤ e−q /N (21)
Equation (21) indicates that probability of a success attack
depends on q and N. When (N×r )/q tends to infinity, it
equals e−q /N. If N is given, it only depends on q , and q

TABLE II
R ELATIONS B ETWEEN THE L ENGTH OF S IGNATURE AND THE N UMBER OF
S CHEDULED R ECEIVER
d

N

Minimum q (bits)

Minimum r (bits)

2
3
4
5

4
8
16
32

40
80
160
320

208
320
576
1056

The values of Minimum q and Minimum r are computed when the
security level is 10.
N is the maximum number of the scheduled receivers, and N = 2d .

further depends on r . So we can enlarge r to decrease the
probability of attack successfully or ensure the security of
algorithm. Let security level t = 10, we can compute minimum
q according to Equation (21). And then r can be calculated
by Equation (20).
When N = 4,8,16,32, the values of minimum q and r are
shown in Table II. For the sake of simplicity, the value of r
is the integer times of one byte (8 bits).
We can see from Table II that the length of signature r
increases sharply with the increment of the number of the
accumulated items when t is fixed, and the cost of communication will increase with the increment of r , which indicates
that the multicast mechanism based on the revised Nyberg
fast one-way accumulator is not fit for large scale multicast
applications but very suitable for small scale applications
with limited resources that are not suitable to use public key
algorithm to signature. For instance, sensor nodes in wireless
sensor network multicast to their neighbors or the cluster head
multicast to the nodes in its cluster and so on.
B. Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed multicast authentication mechanism is evaluated on seven aspects according
to [9].
1) Resistance Against Node Compromise: Since nodes in
most IoT applications are not equipped with tamper-resistant
hardware and often deployed in unattended environments, any
captured nodes will result in the disclosure of confidential
information, which will further affect the security of other
nodes and the communications among them. The resistance
against node compromise refers to the degree of effects on
other nodes’ security when a node is compromised.
In the proposed scheme, the signature is generated by the
multicast data and each shared key between the multicast
source and every scheduled receiver, and the shared key
is only known to the multicast source and the scheduled
receiver. If one scheduled receiver is compromised, it will not
affect other scheduled receivers to verify the signature and
their communication. Only the communications between the
comprised node and the nodes that have sharing confidential
information with it become insecure.
2) Low Computation Overhead: Compared to the signature
based on public key system (such as RSA, and ECC), the
computation overhead of the proposed scheme is very low.
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TABLE III
T HE P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON W ITH S OME E XISTING M ULTICAST AUTHENTICATION M ECHANISMS
Resistance
Against
Node
Compromise
One MAC based multicast
authentication
μ TESLA
RPT(Regular-Predictable
TESLA)
One-Time Signature
HORS
Public-key based signature

×
√
√
√
√
√
√

Computation
Overhead

Communication
Overhead(Bytes)

2

20

3

40

2

40

268

460

2

>1000K

>1000

40

Robustness
to Packet
Loss

Immediate
Authentication

Message Sent
at Irregular
Times

High Message
Entropy

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√
×
√

√

√

×
√

√

√

×
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
The proposed scheme
N+1
≤ 132
√
“ ” indicates the property is supported by the algorithm.
“×”indicates the property is not supported by the algorithm.
N is the maximum number of the scheduled receivers, it is assumed to be not more than 32.
The ECC based signature algorithm is taken as an example of public-key based signature, and it is assumed the length of the key is 160 bits.
One-time signature is assumed to sign on a 80-bit data using the chains of length 16. The computation overhead of it is an average value.
It is assumed that HORS use the suggested parameter values in [31].

Here, the main operations of the signature generation and
verification can be classified into three types: logical multiplication, HMAC(), and bits mapping. According to [14], even
using the advanced ECC signature schemes, the overhead of
signature generation is 4 orders of magnitude slower than the
MAC generation, and the overhead of signature verification
is 3 orders of magnitude slower than the MAC verification.
In the proposed scheme, the main computation overhead
for signature generation and verification is (N+1) HMAC
operations. For small-scale multicast applications (e.g., only
dozens of receivers), the computation overhead is much lower
than that of digital signature. In addition, logical multiplication
and bits mapping are all simple bit operations in nature. Hence,
the proposed multicast authentication mechanism improves
execution efficiency and is suitable for resource-constraint
situations.
3) Low Communication Overhead: The communication
overhead depends on the length of the message. Most multicast authentication messages are composed of the ID of the
multicast source, data, the signature and the verification key.
The first two parts are prerequisite and the length of them can
hardly vary. The verification key is an optional item and can
be transmitted separately. Based on this, the communication
overhead can be evaluated by the length of the signature
and the required verification key. In the proposed multicast
authentication scheme, the length of the signature depends
on the number of scheduled receivers (see Table II) and the
verification key does not need to be transmitted. In a smallscale multicast application, such as only 16 or fewer scheduled
receivers, the length of the signature is no more than 72 bytes,
which is longer than that of μTESLA but much less than that
of key-ring based scheme, in which the length of the signature
is the product of the length of the key ring and the length of
one MAC. In large scale applications, the signature’s length
will increase sharply with the number of the receivers and
cause high communication overhead.

√

×
√

4) Robustness to Packet Loss: Robustness to packet loss
belongs to the issue of network reliability. Here it is used to
indicate that an attacker can’t forge a signature if some packets
are dropped. In the proposed algorithm, if a multicast message
is not fragmented, each multicast packet is independent of each
other. If the multicast data is fragmented, several multicast
packets are used for one multicast data. Since different parts
of the multicast data are signature and sent independently, and
there is no security relationship among them, they can also be
considered as independent multicast packets. For a receiver,
one packet loss can only cause not receiving that message
or not able to recover the message under the circumstance
of fragmentation, which do not affect other receivers and
multicast messages. For an attacker, one or more packet loss
does not help him forge a signature, because he can’t find out
any secret information from packet loss. In fact, the robustness
can be guaranteed in most multicast authentications except for
HORS[31].
5) Immediate Authentication: Most multicast authentication
mechanisms based on μTESLA use the asymmetry in time
among the broadcast source and receivers through a delayed
disclosure of keys, which causes authentication delay.
The proposed scheme constructs the asymmetric mechanism
based on the one-way accumulator and does not depend on
the asymmetry in time or key chaining. A multicast message
can include all the information required by the process of
authentication whether the multicast data is fragmented or not.
Hence, a scheduled receiver can authenticate the multicast
data immediately as soon as it receives the entire multicast
message.
6) Messages Sent at Irregular Times: The property of
messages sent at irregular times is an essential attribute for
almost all multicast authentication schemes. Schemes that
require messages sent at regular times are designed to meet
the requirement of certain specified applications. The proposed
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multicast authentication mechanism doesn’t depend on time
factor, and each multicast message is independent. Hence, a
source can multicast to its neighbors (or members in the same
group) at any time.
7) High Message Entropy: All the existing multicast
authentication schemes (except the one-time signature) have
the property of high message entropy. The proposed multicast
authentication mechanism does not set any constraints on the
multicast data and the entropy of the multicast data has nothing
to do with the signature, which make it authenticate messages
with high entropy.
Let the computation overhead for one HMAC or hash
to be a unit, the length of the signature and the key that
should be transmitted for authentication to be the metric of
communication overhead. The computation overheads include
the overheads more than a unit in signature generation and
signature verification. It is assumed that the length of the
output of a HMAC or hash is 160 bits. The comparisons in the
seven aspects between the proposed multicast authentication
mechanism and some existing multicast authentication mechanisms are shown in Table III.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Multicast is a main communication mode in the Internet
of things (IoT). To achieve secure and efficient multicast in
IoT, lightweight multicast authentication is required. Inspired
by the absorbency property of the original Nyberg’s fast
one-way accumulator, we present a revised Nyberg’s fast
one-way accumulator and construct a lightweight multicast
authentication algorithm for small scale resource-constraint
IoT applications. We analyzed the security property in detail.
In addition, we evaluated the seven cardinal properties that are
required by multicast authentications for resource-constraint
applications. The analysis results showed that the proposed
multicast authentication algorithm meets the requirements of
resource-constraint applications.
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